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Abstract. We discuss the adaptation of Uhlenbeck's method of solving the chiral

model in 2 Euclidean dimensions to Ward's modified chiral model in (2+1) dimensions.

We show that the method reduces the problem of solving the second-order partial differ-

ential equations for the chira! field to solving a sequence of first-order partial differential

equations for time dependent projector valued fields.

I. Introduction

The chiral model, which has been studied by many people (1], involves a field J(x, y, t)

which takes its values in SII(N). Its action ia described by the Lagrangian density

(1)

Its equation of motion is given by

dpiJ-tpJ) = 0, JeSU(N). (2)

Here the indices (t,v,a range over the values 0,1,2, with x* = (t,x,y) and dp denotes

partial differentiation with respect to X*. Thus J describes maps of R J+1 into SU(N)

and, when we restrict our attention to static fields, we have maps from R3 into SU(N).

This model is nonintegrable in (2+1) dimensions (that is, its equations of motion

(2) cannot be written as a compatibility condition for an overdetermined set of linear

equations). If we restrict our attention further and consider only static fields whose

energy is finite (see below) then the problem reduces to the integrable problem of finding

harmonic maps of S3 -> SU(N).
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Such harmonic maps were studied by Uhienbeck [2] who showed how to construct these

maps in an explicit form. Her construction involved the introduction of the concept of a

uniton. She then showed how starting from a given solution one can find a new one by

"the addition of a uniton". This observation allowed her to demonstrate that all solutions

can be obtained from the trivial ones (ie J=const) by the addition of a certain number

(in fact <(N- 1)) of unitons.

This result, as it relies on the integrability of the chiral model in (2+0) dimensions, does

not generalise to (2+1) dimensions. However, Uhlenbeck's construction can be modified

to apply to Ward's model [3] which is integrable.

Ward's model also involves an SU(N) valued chiral field but its equation of motion

now takes the form

(jf + etwaVa)dlt{J-ldl,J) = 0. (3)

Here if is the inverse Minkowski metric, given by if = diag(-l, 1,1) and e'""* is the

fully antisymmetric tensor with £012 = 1. Va is a constant (spacelike) unit vector which

can be chosen as Va = (0,1,0).

This model was derived by Ward, by dimensional reduction, from the self-dual Yang-

Mills equation in (2+2) dimensions. The dimensional reduction first gave him a Yang-MiUs

Higgs system in (2+1) dimensions governed by the equation:

where $, the Higgs field, is a function on R2+1 with values in the Lie algebra su(N). Its

covariant derivative is D/t = 9,,$ + [/I,,,*], the SU(N) gauge potential is A,, and the

corresponding gauge field is F^ = d^A,, — d^A^ + [A^, Au}. He then rewrote (4) as (3)

and having made a choice of Vo as l^, = (0,1,0) discussed many properties of his model.

The choice of the vector Va is very important. First of all, note that the standard

SU(N) chiral equation in (2+1) dimensions has Va = (0,0,0) and, although is Lorentz

covariant, it is not integrable. By contrast, the existence of the vector V̂ , in (3) breaks

explicitly the Lorentz covariance of the model by picking out a particular direction in

space-time.

Notice that although (3) is not relativistically covariant (as Va is nonzero) the solutions
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of Uhlenbeck are static solutions of (3).

As the model is integrable many solutions of (3) can be easily found. The first so-

lutions of this model [3] exhibited many properties seen in other integrable models (like

wave-like behaviour with a phase shift, soliton-like structures passing through each other,

etc). Recently, Ward [4] and loannidou [5] have found further solutions of (3) which are

qualitatively different. They describe the evolution of soliton-like structures whose prop-

erties were quite similar to properties of solitonic objects in the O(3) sigma model (ie

they exhibit the 00° scattering).

The approach of Ward and Ioannidou involved treating fields of the model as the

limiting cases of the Riemann problem with zeros. Recently, in two papers [6] we have

shown how Uhlenbeck's construction of static solutions can be generalized to give, in

general nonstatic, solutions of the modified chiral model of Ward (ie of (3)). Moreover,

we get these solutions not only for Va = (0,1,0) but also for more general Va given by

Va = (A, 1, A), where A =const. Our approach reproduces the solutions reported in (4]

and [5] and presents an unusual but interesting application of Uhlenbeck's approach. In

this talk we discuss the results of these two papers [6].

II . The modified model

Ward showed [3] that the modified chiral model (3) has the same conserved energy

density as the original chipal model (2). This energy is given by

^ = -5tr[(J-1J«)2 + ( i -V I )
I + (y->J,)3]. (5)

To specify the problem of finding solutions of (3) completely we have to state the

boundary conditions satisfied by J. In order to ensure the finiteness of energy of the

solutions, we require that

a), r ->oo , (6)

where z = r e * (with z = x + iy), Jc is a constant matrix, and Jg is independent oft.

To see the integrability of (3) we define

(7)
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where Az, At are N x N matrices depending on x, y, t but not on A.

Then, as a consequence of (3), the pair of linear operators,

•d, + (1 - X)A,, tf,.+ (1 - X-^A,, (8)

1 with tf, = d, + i i\~%, l?, = 9, - \ \kdt, commutes for all A€C* = C - {0}, Therefore

one can find a solution Ex of the equations

•d,EK = (1 - A- '^xA, , StEx = (1 - A)£*4,. (9)

Moreover, this Ex is analytic, holomorphic in A€C* and unitary for |A| = 1 or A = A"1.

It can be normalised so that E-\ = / a n d Ex = (.££')'• Conversely, if Ex is holomorphic

and analytic; and Ax, At defined by (7) are independent of A, then J = £_i is harmonic.

This result follows from [2], where Ex is called an extended solution corresponding to

J. Note that the system (9) is overdetermined and in order for a solution Ex to exist, A,

and At have to satisfy the integrability conditions,

\ \ 2 [ A , , A , ) = 0. (10)

Notice that, .the first equation of (10) is equivalent to (3).

HI . Uhlenbeck'a construction

It has been known for some time that all static solutions of grassmannian models are

also solutions of the static rliiral model [7j; then Uhlenbcck [2] provrd that any harmonic

map from the. Riemsmn sphere S2 to the unitarity group V(N) can be fsctoriied into

a product of a finite number of factors (which she called unitons) involving maps into

Grassiniuininns Gt(CK) each of which satisfies a system of first-order partial differential

equations. Tims the problem of solving a system of second-order partial differential equa-

tions for a static harmonic map has been reduced to that of a sequence of systems of

nnit-ordcr partinl differential equations for the unitons. This observation can be general-

ized to the non-static solutions of the Ward's model (3).
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We find them be seeking solutions of (9) of the form

(11)

for some n, where i?* are Hermitian projectors of the form Ric = (?it®?*)/!?t|s and where

Rj is a constant matrix, ie 0-uniton. Ri, must satisfy some first order differential equations;

and if* are ./V-dimensional vectors which, in general, depend on z, z, t and \qt j
2 = gk • gj.

Note that a constant E\ is a O-uniton. Then, following Uhlenbeek, we consider

Ex = £A(1 + (A - 1 ) ^ ) , (12)

and find that Ex = E\(l + (A - l)Rn) is an extended map for a Hermitian projection

(/?„) if and only if .ft,, satisfies

(l-Rn){dlR,,-2iAtRn) = 0,

^.(cKA-^l-fl,,)) = 0, (13)

where /ij = — {At)* and are given by (7).

From the definition of an extended solution we see that At = (1 - A)" '^" 1 J?JJJA and

so

A, = (1 + (A'1 - !)/*„) ( ^ ( 1 + (A - 1)^,) - {0, - i iXdt)lCj , (14)

using the fact that E^ = (1 + (A"1 - l)fl»)££' and /lj = (1 - A J - ' ^ t f j ^ 1 . However,

from above we know that JEA is an extended solution if the A and A"' terms vanish, which

leads to the system (13).

Next WR observe that if Ex is mi extended solution so is Ex = JE\(1 + (A— l)Rn). Then

if Ag = \EJ,X 0,Ex and At - 1JEA"' iliE^, the two AZ arc related by

^ (15)

This follows automatically from the terms in (14) which do not contain A. Murraivni',

by induction, it is easy to show that

\i, (10)
and so, that the corresponding Rk satisfy the following equations

(i-nn)(dln.n-2i)r(-d1+
1-idl)Rt:n,l) = o,

Yl{-d,+ 1-idl)Rk{l-n,,)) = 0. (17)
t=0 '
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Observe that for n = 1, system (17) gives dtR[ Ri = 0 and R{ dsR\ = 0; ie the equations

for the holonomic static solutions (instantons) of the grassmannian models. This is the

which is satisfied, if and only if, qi is independent of t. Using the same argument for

RidiRi = 0 we deduce that qi = 9i(z). For n ^ 1, we can have, however, more general

and, in general, ^-dependent solutions.

Now, let us concentrate on (3) and discuss the construction of its solutions. If we set,

E-1 = J and£_i = Jo in (12), then the chiral field J is of the form

J = Ml - 2 /O , (19)

and satisfies (3) if Jo does and if fin satisfies (13). This describes a time-dependent

multi-soliton solution of (3) since it satisfies (10), ie

0* + \dt)As + (d, - ~dt)A,-s 0, + ^ ) ( - ( l

+(1 - 2Rn)Al(l - IRn)) + (ds -
 l-dt)((l - 2Rn)(dt - l-dt)

= 0, (20)

+(1 - 2Rn)A,(l - 2 / y ) = (9, + l-dt) (A, - (d, - i

using equations (7), (13) and (19).

So, to construct time-dependent solutions of the SU{N) mode! (3), one can start

from a constant solution (zero iiniton) and add to it one uniton. This solution will be

uonconstant - but it is static. Then, to this one uniton, one can add a second uniton,

then u third one, and so on. As we arc going to see, the number of soliton-like structures

in a n-uniton configuration is not related to n (i.e.. the procedure of the "addition of a

uniton" can both increase or decrease the number of umtons). In the static chiral model

(2) Uhlenbeck's theorem shows that for U(N) the largest uniton number is less than N.

In our ease, the time dependence of the system (17) invalidates this argument; the number

of miitons can Im arbitrary, hi the static SU(2) case considered by Uhlenbeck the only

solutions are those described by constant matrices (0-unitons) and factors constiuctcd

from Itoloumrpliic functions (1-unitons). In the modified chiral model the 0- and 1-uniton

solutinmi are the «m«ie but thon, in addition, we have further solutions corresponding to
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two and more unitons. These additional solutions are nonstatic. We do not know, at this

stage, whether there is any bound on the uniton number so that all solutions correspond

to field configurations of up this number.

IV. Some explicit examples.

In this section we discuss, as an example, a 2-uniton solution of the 51/(3) model (3).

First of all, observe that all fields of the 5(7(2) model can be.embedded into the .9(7(3)

model so that the SU[2) solutions are automatically also solutions of the SU(3) model.

In what follows we will recover some of them as special cases of the derived expressions.

Let us observe that the following expression describes a non-static 2-uniton solution:

J — 1\ I 1 ~ 2, ; ~ I I 1 — I ~ — J , (*-l)

where (/< for z = 1,2 are the three-dimensional vectors. For qt we take iji = (1, / , g) where

/ and </ are functions of z. Then we can put 92 = (l,uj,U2) and find the system (17) for

n = 2 reduces to the following first order differential equations for the function 1/2 and u2:

*'"•"=
 O + I / P - W - " 1 + fh ds"2 = o^WTW)^ + f)' (22)

where G = f'(-n2 + / ) + <i'{-v2 + </) + (ityj - v z / ) ( / j ' - f'g) and

d'Wi = 2% + 1/P + W)Mfr + {"J) + S{f'!J" <J'S) + n

4 S l / / )' (23)

and ' denotes thfi flcrivativc with respect to z. A fow lines of algcljrn iXw.w show that

92 = (1 + | / |2 -f |ff|a) ( 1 , / , » ) - 2i (f/' + A) (/, -{1 + Iffi2), <//)

-2»(Jfl' + /. ,){ff,jl/ ,-(l + | / |2)). (24)

satisfies the boundary condition (G) and the <>i|iiation of motion (.'!). Notice that when

g - 0), (21) corresponds to this field J of the SU{2) model (3).

Let us discuss two special cases:

(0) The embedding of S6'(2) solitons, where we set

<J = f, h = iH, (25)
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Such soliton solutions are localized along the direction of motion; they are not, however,

of constant size. Their height (maximum of energy density), is time dependent. In fact,

for (dcg / > deg h) no scattering occurs, ie the solitons are located at the centre-of-mass

forming a totally symmetric ring configuration. Otherwise, there are (deg/ - 1) static

soiitons at the centre-of-mass of the system accompanied by N = deg h - deg / +1 solitons

(located at t + zN = 0; since J departs from its asymptotic value Jc when tf' + h = 0)

accelerating towards the solitons in the centre, scattering at an angle of n/N, and then

decelerating as they separate. This phenomenon was first observed in the SU(2) model

(3) (cf. (4, 5]) and is a feature of systems (with nontrivial topology) admitting topological

solitons.

To be more specific, let us take f(z) = z and h(z) — z2. Then the energy density of

this solution is given by

_ J 2 1 + 12r2 + 12r< + 32r2t2 + 8t2 - W(x* - t/2)t

[l + 12r4+4r2 + 16(a:2y2)< + l + 8t2]2 '

and is symmetric under the interchange I —> —t, x —> y, y —* x. The corresponding field

represents a configuration of two solitons that undergo a 90° scattering

(6) In a more general case, ie for arbitrary values of our parameters, the configuration

represents a multi-soliton solution that is localized close to the centre of the mass and

deforms as the time passes. As an example we can consider f(z) — z, g(z) — 2z, h(z) = z2

and h\(z) = 3. Then it can be show [6] that this time-dependent solution describes a

configuration of three solitons, the energy density of which, for large (negative) t, is in

the shape of a ring which, as time passes, deforms to three peaks and then expands again

to a ring.

It is easy to present further examples.

V. Further comments

Let us recall that Ward's choice of Va was motivated by the energy conservation. In

[8] Ward took

i 7 o J - l J > ) > (27)

(28)

and then showed that, due to (3), its divergence is,
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where ,/„ = dirl. So T''0 is conserved, if and only if, V'o = 0: which is true in his case.

Note that Ward's model has the same energy functional as the standard SU(2) chiral

equation, since the additional term in (3) is analogous to a background magnetic field,

and so does not affect the energy.

In [6] we have shown that most observations of Ward can be extended to the case of

K« = (A, 1, A) where A is arbitrary. In this case, J in (3) becomes n function of A which

we call $ - ' . Of course, when A = 0 the system (3) reduces to the Ward case.

System (3) is integrabie in the sense that can be written as the compatibility condition

for the following linear system:

(C4 - a, - dy\z = -AZ,

(id, - £dy - dx)Z = -BZ. (29)

Here £ is a complex parameter, A and B are 2 x 2 anti-Hermitean trace-free matrices,

depending only on (t,x,y) but not on C , and Z{(,t,x,y) is a 2 x 2 matrix satisfying

det 2 = 1, and the reality condition

z(<;,t,x,yy = z{(;,t,x,vrl- (30)

The system (29) is overdetermined and in order for a solution Z to exist, A and B have

to satisfy the integrability conditions,

dxB = d,A - dyA, dxA-d,B-dvB + [A,B]=0. (31)

If we put \P(A, t,x,y) = Z{Q — \,t,xty), we find by comparing (29) and (31) that

A = - A „

B = - A * , * ' + A<Py#' + #**>. (32)

Therefore, the integrability condition for (29) implies that there exist a field * thaj satis-

fies the equation of motion (3) with A in Va and is unitary (due to the reality condition).

Let us return now to the Yang-Mills Higgs system (4) from which Ward's model was

derived. Note that for this system there exist a gauge in which the fields have the term

At&Au = \A, AX = - * = \B. (33)
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0

**• i Oo ~

where * € SU{2) and A and B given by (32). Then, it is easily checked that (4) is

equivalent to (3) and (33). This relation does not depend on the value of A and so it

suggests that our discussion of a more general Va is not misguided.

One advantage of the ^-description is that, as shown by Ward (when A = 0), the sys-

tem has a conserved, positive-definite energy given by T00 (27). However, Ward's choice

holds only for A = 0. When A ̂  0 we have to consider a different expression. To do this

we consider

A",, =

This tensor represents a Lorentz transformation which takes Va — (A, 1,A) to Va =

(0,1,0).

Then we can define a new energy-momentum tensor by

&"• = \f
v {-tfrf13 + \rTvaP) tr(tf„¥'*,!**), (35)

which, if we set <P(A) = J~l, is just a Lorentz transform of (27). Clearly W is non-

symmetric in fi and p. If we impose (3), the divergence of e'"'' is

dlie<"i = i /J ' 'e o f l i ' t r (* a* t* i j* t*T* 1) , (36)
3

with Hf = A^V" = (0,1,0). So the conservation of 6 W mirrors the conservation of T^"

in the Ward case, and so does the energy-momentum vector P" = ©"".

Consequently, we have d,< &'11 = 0, for i = 0, 2 and so the energy, the integral of the

p° = (I + ̂ ) tr(*t*J + *x*J; + *,*£) - A tr(*x*{) - A2 «(*„*{), (37)

is well-defined and independent of t. Notice that, when A = 0 the energy reduces to the

value given by (27).

What are the effects of nonzero value of A on the properties of the scattering? To see

this consider a solution of (3) representing two solitons which undergo a 90° scattering.
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In this case the solution $(A) takes the form of a product

where q and p are two-dimensional vectors

q = (l + | / | 2 ) ( l , / ) - 2 i ( I / ' + / l ) ( / , - l ) ,

V = (I, /)- (39)

So we have a family of solutions depending on the value of the real parameter A and on

two arbitrary mcromorphic rational functions / and It of z = x + iy. Let us look in more

detail at the case of f(z) = z and h(z) = z2.

Using arguments similar to those in [9] we see that * departs from its asymptotic

value when (tf + k) = 0 and at this time we can approximately identify two separate

solitons. For t negative, they are on the z-axis at x = ±-/^i, while for t positive, they

are on the y-axis at y — ±sfi. So the evolution can be described as being given by two

solitons acceleratitig towards each other, scattering at right angles, and then decelerating

as they separate. In fact, their acceleration is such as if the force of their attraction were

proportional to the inverse cube of the distance between them.

This picture can be confirmed by looking in more detail at the energy density of this

solution, which is,

„ 1 + 10r2 + 5r< + 4t*(l + 2r") -
|1 + 2r2 + 5r* + 4fi + 8«(2

We see that for large (positive) t, P" has maxima at two points on the y-axis, namely

yf»±i/i. Moreover, the height of the corresponding solitons is proportional to 1/t, which

means that the y-axis asymmetry vanishes at t -> oo.

The nonzero value of A not only deforms the size of the corresponding solitons but also

changes their velocity. This can be seen by looking at (also conserved) the jr-momentum

whose density is given by

*» - «4 (l + r ) ( A x ( l - t ) + y(l + t))
(1 + A2)[l + 2r2 + 5r4 + it* + St{x* - j,2)]2 ' ( '

Here we note the antisymmetry of P2 under the interchange x —> — x, y —> —y.
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So we see that the modified chiral model has many interesting solutions and these

solutions can be derived by a procedure which is a modification of Uhienbeck's method

{used by her to construct static solutions of the chiral model). This is possible as the

modified mode) is integrable. The model possesses solutions which correspond to scat-

tering soliton-like structures. The model does not posses rotational symmetry in the x, y

plane; however, most explicit solutions seem to possess. Like in nonintegrable models

the solitons of the model undergo a 90° scattering; unfortunately they tend to change

during the scattering process. In fact they spread out and asymptotically are they are

not localised. A nonzero value of a parameter \ which appears in the equation of motion

does not change the nature of the scattering, only its details. The solitonic structures are

deformed when A / 0.
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